DNA sequence dependent monomer-dimer binding modulation of asymmetric benzimidazole derivatives.
A number of studies indicate that DNA sequences such as AATT and TTAA have significantly different physical and interaction properties. To probe these interaction differences in detail and determine the influence of charge, we have synthesized three bisbenzimidazole derivatives, a diamidine, DB185, and monoamidines, DB183 and DB210, that are related to the well-known minor groove agent, Hoechst 33258. Footprinting studies with several natural and designed DNA fragments indicate that the synthetic compounds bind at AT sequences in the minor groove and interact more weakly at sites with TpA steps relative to sites without such steps. Circular dichroism spectroscopy also indicates that the compounds bind in the DNA minor groove. Surprisingly, Tm studies as a function of ratio indicate that the monoamidines bind to TTAA sequences as dimers, whereas the diamidine binds as a monomer. Biosensor-surface plasmon resonance (SPR) studies allowed us to quantitate the interaction differences in more detail. SPR results clearly show that the monoamidine compounds bind to the TTAA sequence in a cooperative 2:1 complex but bind as monomers to AATT. The dication binds to both sequences in monomer complexes but the binding to AATT is significantly stronger than binding to TTAA. Molecular dynamics simulations indicate that the AATT sequence has a narrow time-average minor groove width that is a very good receptor site for the bisbenzimidazole compounds. The groove in TTAA sequences is wider and the width must be reduced to form a favorable monomer complex. The monocations thus form cooperative dimers that stack in an antiparallel orientation and closely fit the structure of the TTAA minor groove. The amidine groups in the dimer are oriented in the 5' direction of the strand to which they are closest. Charge repulsion in the dication apparently keeps it from forming the dimer. It instead reduces the TTAA groove width, in an induced fit process, sufficiently to form a minor groove complex. The dimer-binding mode of DB183 and DB210 is a new DNA recognition motif and offers novel design concepts for selective targeting of DNA sequences with a wider minor groove, including those with TpA steps.